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What are Hedge Funds? 

The term hedge fund is derived from the term "to hedge", meaning that transactions are thereby hedged against 
financial risks. Hedge funds can best be defined by the use of complex strategies (see below) and have the fol-
lowing characteristics: A hedge fund is an investment pool or investment vehicle that is privately organised in 
most jurisdictions, typically pays its managers on a performance basis, purchases a wide range of publicly and 
privately traded assets, sometimes leveraged, makes short sales1 and generally holds relatively concentrated 
positions. These criteria are not exhaustive, nor are they met by all investment vehicles that are recognised as 
hedge funds. 

The possibility for hedge fund managers to bet on rising (long) prices as well as on falling (short) prices through 
short sales, as well as to increase the return through leverage effects2 due to additional borrowing, offers inves-
tors additional earnings opportunities. Hedge funds are subject to practically no restrictions with regard to their 
investment instruments and policy and can offer investors greater flexibility than traditional investment funds. 
Instead of orienting themselves on a benchmark index, hedge fund managers try to achieve an absolute return 
in all market phases. In theory, profits can be achieved in any economic environment and asset losses can be 
reduced in relevant market phases. Consequently, hedge funds can contribute positive diversification effects in 
institutional investors' traditional equity and bond portfolios and reduce the overall risk of the portfolio, despite 
possible additional counterparty and market risks. 

Which Hedge Fund Strategies are most Popular? 

Ultimately, hedge funds invest primarily in traditional asset classes (such as equities and bonds), using 
alternative strategies: 

Macro Strategies: The objective of macro strategies is to anticipate macroeconomic changes in global 
economies. These include, for example, interest rate risks with effects on currency, stock, bond, and commodity 
markets. Macro strategy hedge funds are invested in all major asset classes and markets. 

Managed Futures Funds/CTAs:  A managed futures fund has its assets managed by Commodity Trading Advisors 
(CTAs), whose advice is directly or indirectly related to futures trading. This includes the purchase and sale of 
futures3 or options on futures. Managed futures offer the potential to reduce portfolio volatility. Although re-
ferred to as "commodity" trading advisors, most managed futures funds typically invest the majority of their 
assets under management in equity (index), bond, interest rate, and currency derivatives. 

Equity Strategies: Under equity strategies, hedge fund managers buy and sell equities and/or derivative financial 
instruments with equities as the underlying asset. The aim is to profit from directional price changes (positive 
or negative). 

Event Driven Strategies: Event-driven strategies are aimed in particular at exploiting inefficiencies in pricing 
before or after certain corporate events (e.g. mergers, acquisitions or distressed situations). 

Relative Value Strategies: Using relative value strategies, profits can be generated by exploiting price differences 
(spreads) between two closely related securities through arbitrage (exploiting price imbalances) in a local or 
temporal dimension. 

Multi-Strategy: Multi-strategy hedge funds combine various hedge fund strategies mentioned above. 

 
1 The term short sale describes the sale of securities of which the seller has no ownership at the time of the sale. In order to meet the delivery obligation, 
the seller must cover himself with the corresponding securities until the time of execution. 
2 In the case of leverage, the investment volume of the fund is increased, for example through borrowing, securities loans or derivatives, since the return 
on equity is increased through the additional use of borrowed capital (leverage effect). Derivatives are contracts whose economic value is derived from 
the fair value of a market-related underlying. 
3 Futures represent an agreement in which both parties consent to buying or selling a specific quantity of a stock, security, or commodity at a set price on 
a specified date in the future. 
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Liquid Alternatives: The UCITS4 structure offers investors greater liquidity, regulatory supervision and improved 
transparency than hedge funds. However, UCITS fund managers are only permitted to borrow to a limited ex-
tent. The UCITS regulation also prohibits direct short sales. Instead, liquid alternative fund managers generally 
replicate hedge fund strategies synthetically via derivatives. 

Which Institutional Investors Invest in Hedge Funds and Why?  

The world's largest investors in hedge funds include public and private pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, 
foundations, and insurers. Asset managers, High-net-worth individual and family offices also use hedge funds as 
an admixture to their portfolios, often with risk-adjusted strategies and correspondingly higher expected 
returns.  

The purpose of including hedge funds in an investment portfolio is to gain access to income streams that differ 
from those of traditional investment funds. The majority of hedge funds are characterized by their lower 
volatility level compared to equity and other traditional investment funds. Nevertheless, within the strategies 
described above the dispersion of returns can be significant, so that a diversified portfolio of different hedge 
fund strategies is advantageous for risk reduction. Furthermore, the correlation with traditional investment 
vehicles is generally low. The "corona crisis" serves as a current example: While stock indices collapsed 
worldwide in the spring of 2020, hedge fund indices show the best performance relative to the stock market 
since February 2009.5 

What Role do Hedge Funds Play in Germany? 

It was only with the Investment Modernisation Act, which came into force on 1 January 2004, that the estab-
lishment of so-called "special funds with additional risks (hedge funds)" as regulated investment funds became 
possible in Germany. As of 22 July 2013, hedge funds launched and distributed in Germany have been subject 
to the German Investment Act (KAGB) and are supervised by BaFin. Accordingly, hedge funds are generally open 
domestic special AIF (alternative investment funds). Shares in hedge funds may not be purchased by private 
individuals, but only by professional or semi-professional investors.6  

Germany is a rather subordinate hedge fund location compared to other countries, as German investors are 
predominantly invested in hedge funds of foreign origin. The most popular fund domiciles are offshore locations 
such as the Cayman Islands. 

What is the Public’s Opinion on Hedge Funds? 

Time and again, hedge funds are the subject of political and social controversy, with short sales are often called 
into question in this context. However, the alleged influence of individual hedge fund activities on market move-
ments is rarely observed on the capital markets. Market collapses such as during the COVID 19 crisis are not 
primarily due to short sales by hedge funds and other market participants. 

Contrary to the often-exaggerated portrayal of hedge funds in the media, investors are mainly looking for strat-
egies that achieve constant absolute returns in relation to the risk taken and that increase the diversification of 
the portfolio through low correlation with classic investments. For this purpose, hedge funds often offer inves-
tors individual investment strategies. One current example is ESG investing (Environmental, Social & Govern-
ance); Driven by the growing demand of investors for sustainable investments, it is to be expected that hedge 
funds will increasingly consider ESG effects on society and the financial markets when making investment deci-
sions. 

 

Status: May 2020 

 
4 Undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities. 
5 Cf. Eureka Hedge Fund Index. 
6 Funds of hedge funds and UCITS-structured "liquid alternatives" can also be purchased by retail investors. 


